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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the impact of peer bandwidth heterogeneity on the performance of a mesh-based P2P system
for live streaming. We show that bandwidth heterogeneity constitutes an important resource for P2P live streaming systems. Indeed,
by effectively exploiting it, the overall performance of the system is significantly improved. This requires the adoption of smart schemes
for both the overlay topology construction and chunk scheduling mechanisms that discriminate among peers based on their bandwidth.
Index Terms—P2P streaming systems, diffusion algorithms, bandwidth aware scheduling, fluid models.
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1I NTRODUCTION
T
HE transformation of PCs into multifunctional terminals
that provide services, such as telephony, social net-
working, gaming, and e-commerce, is now turning our PCs
into televisions. Live TV distribution over the Internet is
already a successful business: systems such as PPLive [1],
PPStream [2], SOPcast [3], TVAnts [4], just to mention a few,
have thousands or even hundreds of thousands of users
watching TV at the same time.
To cope with the need for high scalability and the
impossibility of controlling resources and mechanisms of
the Internet, most of these TV distribution systems are
based on the P2P paradigm (P2P-TV systems). According to
the P2P approach, the users, i.e., the peers of the system,
contribute to the distribution of the video by delivering the
content they have already received to other peers. To do so,
peers are in contact with each other forming an overlay
network. Two peers that can communicate are called
neighbors. For swarm-based systems, a source divides the
video stream into small chunks of data which are separately
and independently distributed on the overlay. Basically,
every chunk is delivered to the peers using a potentially
different distribution tree.
The main design objectives for a P2P-TV system for live
broadcasting are:deliveringallthechunks toallthepeers(so
as to avoid video quality degradation) and reducing the
delivery delay as much as possible. A number of reasons call
for the reduction of the delivery delay. First, reduction of
delay translates into shorter start-up times, both when the
application starts and when the user switches channel.
Second, live P2P-TV is expected to provide a video stream to
all the interested users with (roughly) the same delay. The
need for tight delay delivery is one of the main fundamental
difference between these systems and video on demand
systems.Finally, reducingdelaysmeansthat allthepeers are
receiving the same chunks at roughly the same time, making
redistribution of chunks easier under real-time constraint.
Practically, the design of a P2P-TV system should address
the following two issues: 1) how to create the overlay
topology assigning the set of neighbors to every peer; and
2) how to distribute chunks among neighboring peers. The
first issue concerns the overlay topology design; the second one
concerns the chunk and neighbor scheduling algorithms.
In this paper, we contribute to the understanding and
investigation of these issues by analyzing the fundamental
role that peer upload bandwidth plays. The main finding is
that,inordertooptimizedelayperformance,theinformation
aboutpeerupload bandwidthmustbe carefullyexploited by
the chunk scheduling algorithm. Indeed, highest priority
must be given to peers with the highest upload bandwidth,
i.e.,to those peers whichcan provide the largest contribution
to the chunk distribution process. Moreover, peer upload
bandwidth information must be carefully considered when
constructing the overlay topology, i.e., largest bandwidth
peers must be pushed closer to the source.
2S YSTEM ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATION
We make a number of assumptions about the system
behavior.
We assume that peers have infinite download bandwidth
and finite upload bandwidth. The network has infinite
capacity, i.e., the bottleneck is at the access network. These
assumptions are common to most of the papers in this field.
We also assume that peers know the upload bandwidth
of their neighbors. This requires that some measurement is
performed; however, since peers are actively exchanging a
lot of data and signaling information, setting up a
measurement technique for the upload bandwidth does
not add a significant overhead. In addition, as we show in
the paper, the benefits of taking into account bandwidth are
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bandwidth is valuable. At last, we assume that the overlay
maintenance mechanisms allow each peer to keep a
perfectly updated knowledge about which chunks are
needed by its neighbors.
Since the observed scheduling phenomena and the role
of heterogeneity in the chunk distribution process are not
directly related to the dynamic behavior of peers joining
and leaving the system (peer churning), we neglect this
aspect, as do all the related papers described in Section 3.
We consider a chunk-based system in which a single
source encodes and seeds the content. Let P be the set of
peers, with cardinality N. The overlay is represented by an
undirected graph GðV;EÞ, where ðp;qÞ2E if and only if
p 2Pand q 2Pare neighbors to each other. The informa-
tion to be transmitted is organized into small chunks each of
fixed size of L bits. The source generates chunks at rate  
and sends them to its neighbors; the chunk diffusion in the
overlay is then accomplished by the peers themselves,
according to a scheduling policy. Each peer transmits at
most one chunk at a time to one of its neighbors. The
transmission speed of a chunk is determined only by the
upload bandwidth of the sender. We denote by Bp the
upload bandwidth of peer p 2P .
A simple upper bound  sup to the video stream rate that
can be successfully distributed is provided by bandwidth
conservation law:
 sup ¼ min Bs;
Bs þ
P
p2P Bp
N
  
;
where Bs is the source upload bandwidth. We say that a
P2P system achieves bandwidth efficiency     1, when it
can successfully deliver a stream whose rate is  <    sup.
We focus on push-based diffusion systems where the
transmission of a chunk between any two peers is initiated
by the sender, which is a natural choice in systems that are
constrained by peer upload bandwidth. Push-based
schemes can be categorized into two classes depending on
whether the destination peer or the chunk is selected first.
For each peer p, let CðpÞ be the collection of chunks that p
has received; and let Nðc;pÞ be the set of neighboring peers
of p which are still missing chunk c. In this paper, we
restrict the analysis to the following peer and chunk
selection algorithms:
Random Peer, Latest Useful chunk (RP/LU). The
destination peer q is selected first by uniformly choosing
it from the set of neighboring peers. Once the destination is
selected, the delivered chunk c is the most recent chunk in
CðpÞ which is not in CðqÞ.
Latest Useful chunk, Random Peer (LU/RP). The chunk
c is selected first by choosing the most recently generated
chunk in the collection CðpÞ such that there exists a
neighbor of p not having c, i.e., the set Nðc;pÞ is not empty.
Then, the destination peer q is randomly selected in Nðc;pÞ.
Latest Useful chunk, Weighted Priority peer (LU/WP).
The sender peer p selects the most recent chunk in the
collection CðpÞ such that the set Nðc;pÞ is not empty. The
destination peer q 2Nð c;pÞ is selected according to prob-
ability pq ¼
wq P
r2Nðc;pÞ wr where wq ¼ fðBqÞ is a function of Bq,
the upload bandwidth of q. The function that maps peer
bandwidth Bp into weight wp is assumed nondecreasing.
Latest Useful chunk, Strict-Priority Peer (LU/PP). The
sender peer p selects the most recent chunk in the collection
CðpÞ such that the set Nðc;pÞ is not empty. The destination
peer is the highest weighted neighbor peer in Nðc;pÞ, where
wq is a function of Bq. The function that maps peer
bandwidth Bp into weight wp is assumed nondecreasing.
Ties are randomly solved.
3P REVIOUS WORK AND PAPER CONTRIBUTION
This paper focuses on the overlay topology design and
chunk scheduling algorithm. Only few previous works have
considered these issues. To the best of our knowledge, the
problem of building an efficient overlay topology in the
context of unstructured P2P-TV systems has been addressed
only in [5], for a scenario in which the stream delivery delay
is mainly due to the transport network latency. This is
usually not the case in chunk-based architectures.
Several chunk scheduling algorithms have been pro-
posed and analyzed in [6], [7], and [8]. In [6], the authors
prove the rate optimality of the so-called most deprived peer,
random useful chunk algorithm, i.e., a policy in which the
peer chooses to distribute the chunk to the neighbor with
the largest number of missing chunks, under the assump-
tion that the overlay topology is a full mesh. In [7], delay
optimality (for N !1 ) of the random peer, latest blind chunk
algorithm is proven assuming that all peers are character-
ized by the same upload bandwidth (latest blind refers to
the fact that the latest chunk is selected regardless of
whether or not the selected neighbor needs it), under the
assumption that the overlay topology is a full mesh. It turns
out, however, that the delay performance of the former is
poor due to the random chunk selection, while the rate
performance of the latter is rather poor due to the blind
nature of peer/chunk selection. More recently, in [8], it has
been shown that joint optimal rate and asymptotic delay
performance can be achieved using a Random peer, latest
useful chunk (i.e., RP/LU) scheduling algorithm; this result
also applies only to the case of peers with the same upload
bandwidth and under the assumption that the overlay
topology is a full mesh. In addition, the authors show by
simulation that RP/LU and LU/RP have similar good
performance also for more general overlays.
The goal of this paper is to provide general guidelines for
thechoice of thechunk scheduling policiesinthe much more
challenging scenario in which peers have heterogeneous
upload bandwidth. Preliminary investigations on hetero-
geneous scenarios have already been carried out in [9], [10],
[11], and [12]. In [9], lower bounds to the chunk diffusion
delay have been obtained. These results show that hetero-
geneitymay beexploited toreducethechunkdelivery delay.
Both the lower bounds in [9] ignore possible contentions at
peers among different chunks. Furthermore, they are not
constructive, providing no guidelines to devise efficient
scheduling policies in peer-to-peer streaming systems. In
[10], the authors propose an asyntotic analysis of the effect of
the server bandwidth, number of peers, and number of hops
in a heterogeneous scenario with general distribution of the
peers’ bandwidth. Close to our work is [11], in which the
authors find delay bounds for the chunk distribution in both
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these bounds can be achieved by properly constructing
distribution trees that favor high-bandwidth peers over low
bandwidth ones. We emphasize, however, that the algo-
rithms proposed in [11], require a tight centralized control of
the system. While our findings are in line with these results,
we specifically consider and compare policies that can be
implemented in a distributed fashion without requiring any
form of global coordination among peers. Moreover, Liu [11]
does not deal with overlay topology construction, as if a full-
mesh topology is assumed.
Inourpreviouswork[12],theLU/WPpolicywithweights
proportional to peer upload bandwidth has been first
proposed, and its performance has been compared against
LU/WPbysimulationinsomeheterogeneousscenarios.This
papergeneralizestheideasin[12]underseveralaspects:first,
itproposesanewclassofpoliciesLU/PP;second,itprovides
a much wider and systematic performance comparison
between different scheduling policies in heterogeneous
scenarios; and third, it provides theoretical foundations to
the empirical intuitions proposed in [12], showing that the
chunk distribution delay is minimized by policies that give
priority to large-bandwidth peers.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that, while we focus on
unstructured systems, other approaches were proposed in
the literature. For example, some solutions that exploit
Multidescription Codecs for video encoding are based on
the construction of multitrees, [13], [14], [15]. In particular,
Kobayashi et al. [15] also deal with the problem of hetero-
geneous peers, but considering a multitree topology only.
4A F IRST DISCUSSION
We start our discussion presenting some results obtained
with an event-driven simulator. A simulation is organized
in two phases. First, a random overlay topology is
generated according to the desired graph specification
and system parameters. During the second phase, the
chunk distribution dynamics are simulated until all nodes
have completed the content download.
Chunks are generated periodically by the source at a rate
  ¼ 1; the chunk length, L, is normalized to 1 so that the
interchunk emission time is T ¼ 1. The bandwidth of the
video source is Bs ¼ 10. The system comprises N ¼ 10;000
peers, all with infinite download and finite upload
bandwidth. The size of the chunk collection is W ¼ 40
chunks. This assumption reflects the fact that P2P streaming
systems usually adopt a window mechanism to avoid the
distribution of chunks that are not useful any more, because
their delay exceeds the play-out buffer. The overlay is built
as a Quasi Regular Random Graph in which arcs are randomly
placed. Each peer selects do ¼ 100 random neighbors, called
out-neighbors. If peer q chooses peer p as an out-neighbor, we
say that peer q is an in-neighbor of p. The union of the in-
neighbor and out-neighbor sets of p is the neighborhood of p.
Since links are bidirectional, chunks are exchanged between
a peer p and the peers in its neighborhood. Thus, the size of
the neighborhood of p is, on average,   d ¼ 2do ¼ 200. For
each scenario, we simulate the distribution of 500 chunks.
In what follows, we analyze the system performance. We
consider two sets of scenarios: the uniform and the
heterogeneous bandwidth scenarios.
4.1 Uniform Scenario
In the first scenario, peer upload bandwidths are uniformly
distributed in ½0;B max , the mean bandwidth is   B ¼ Bmax=2
and we consider the cases:   B ¼f 1:0;1:2;1:4;1:6;1:8;2:0g.B y
varying   B, the system load varies.
The mean chunk distribution delay is reported in Fig. 1.
We consider five policies: RP/LU, LU/RP, LU/PP with
weights proportional to peer upload bandwidth, and two
versions of LU/WP, one (denoted by LU/WPlin) in which
peer weights are proportional to peer upload bandwidths,
i.e., wq ¼ Bq, and one (LP/WPsr) in which weights are
proportional to the square root of the bandwidth, i.e.,
wq ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Bq
p
. In particular, with the choice of the LP/WPlin
and LP/WPsr policies, we intend to test different degrees of
dependence on the bandwidth; the LP/WPlin having a
stronger dependence on the bandwidth than the LP/WPsr.
Actually, this is an arbitrary choice; the use of other
functions of the bandwidth in the scheduling process
would lead to similar considerations.
We assume that the video source adopts the same
scheduling policy of the other peers.
As expected, the performance of all the policies im-
proves when   B increases since the ratio   ¼  = sup
decreases. Interestingly, LU/RP and RP/LU achieve
comparable performance (the curves are almost indistin-
guishable), in accordance with what was observed in [8],
but their performance is the worst among the set of
considered policies. Chunk delivery delay can be decreased
by favoring large-bandwidth peers in the distribution
process. The best performing policy turns out to be LU/
PP, whose performance gain with respect to LU/RP and
RP/LU is about 30 percent.
Table 1 reports the chunk loss ratio defined as the
number of chunks that have never been received by peers
over the total number of chunks; for   B>1:2, no losses are
observed. In the case   B ¼ 1, that corresponds to the critical
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Fig. 1. Uniform scenario. Mean chunk delivery delay versus mean peer
bandwidth.
TABLE 1
Percentage of Losses in the Uniform Scenariocondition   ¼ 1, the use of a deterministic peer selection
mechanism in the LU/PP case worsens performance in
terms of losses: the percentage of losses is about 17 percent
for the LU/PP scheme, and less than one percent in all the
other cases. Indeed, since all peers have a different value of
the bandwidth and the scheduling applies strict priority
based on the bandwidth, chunks are typically distributed
along a single spanning tree embedded into the overlay
topology; the spatial diversity offered by the mesh
approach is not effectively exploited.
Let us now focus on a case in which there is enough
bandwidth, e.g.,   B ¼ 1:4. Fig. 2 reports the cumulative
distribution function of the 99th percentile of the chunk
distribution delay perceived by a peer; it shows that, even
for this metric, the policies are ordered according to the
importance they give to upload bandwidth. We remark that
the adoption of policies favoring large-bandwidth peers
results into a uniform reduction of the chunk delivery
delay. Note that delay percentiles are important since they
are closely related to the play-out delay and loss probability
and loss probability.
These results suggest that the weighted peer approaches
are at the same time efficient in terms of delay and
throughput, and thus seem to offer the best trade-offs
between delay and throughput.
4.2 Heterogeneous Scenario
In the scenarios discussed so far, peer upload bandwidths
are homogeneous. Let us now focus on the impact of
bandwidth heterogeneity on the system performance. Peers
are partitioned into three classes according to their upload
bandwidth: class 1 peers have bandwidth uniformly
distributed between ½0:8Bð1Þ;1:2Bð1Þ ,w i t hBð1Þ ¼ 8:0   B;
class 2 peers have bandwidth uniformly distributed between
½0:8Bð2Þ;1:2Bð2Þ ,w i t hBð2Þ ¼   B; and class 3 peers have
bandwidth uniformly distributed between ½0:8Bð3Þ;1:2Bð3Þ ,
with Bð3Þ ¼ 0:5   B. Based on the value of parameter h 2½ 0;1 ,
that represents the degree of bandwidth heterogeneity, peers are
distributed over the three classes according to the following
ratios:h=15peersfallinclass1;1   h inclass2;and14h=15in
class 3, so that the average peer upload bandwidth is equal
to   B for any value of h. The bandwidth variance mono-
tonically increases with h.
In this scenario, we consider two versions of LU/PP: in
the first one (denoted by LU/PP-nc), peer weight is set equal
to peer upload bandwidth, as before; in the second one (LP/
PP-c), all the class i peers have the same weight which is
equal to the average bandwidth of the considered class BðiÞ,
i.e., wp ¼ BðiÞ if p belongs to class i. In other words, in LU/
PP-nc, there are N different levels of priority, one per peer,
while in LU/PP-c, there are only three, one per class.
Figs. 3 and 4 report the mean distribution delay for the
different policies, respectively, for   B ¼ 1 and   B ¼ 1:4.
Again, RP/LU and LU/RP exhibit similar average delay
in all cases. In addition, their absolute performance tends to
slightly deteriorate with increasing values of the hetero-
geneity coefficient h. On the contrary, the policies that
exploit bandwidth improve their performance with h. For
h ¼ 1, the relative gain of LU/PP (both versions) with
respect to LU/RP and RP/LU approaches a factor of five.
In the case of   B ¼ 1:4, no losses were observed for all the
policies with the exception of LU/PP-nc, which experiences
four percent of losses for h ¼ 0. On the contrary, as shown in
Table 2, when   B ¼ 1, all policies experience some losses. In
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Fig. 2. Uniform scenario. Distribution of the 99th percentile of chunk
delivery delay, with   B ¼ 1:4.
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Fig. 3. Heterogeneous scenario. Mean delay versus heterogeneity
coefficient h, with   B ¼ 1.
Fig. 4. Heterogeneous scenario. Mean delay versus heterogeneity
coefficient h, with   B ¼ 1:4.
TABLE 2
Percentage of Losses in the Heterogeneous Scenario for   B ¼ 1particular, LU/PP-nc experiences very high losses for
small h, losses exceed 50 percent for h ¼ 0; for all the other
policies, the number of losses increases with h, remaining,
however, limited to five percent for h ¼ 1; there is no
evidence that some policy is more efficient than the others in
terms of losses.
Observe that LU/PP-nc and LU/PP-c achieve very
different loss performance especially for small h. Indeed,
LU/PP-nc selects peers with different bandwidth in a
deterministic order; thus, chunks are pushed over the same
distribution tree. The bandwidth of low-weighted peers is
inefficiently used and heavy throughput degradation is
experienced. On the contrary, with LU/PP-c, the peers
belonging to the same class have the same weight; in this
case, the LU/PP-c selects the class in a deterministic way
but chooses the peer within a class at random, thus
guaranteeing a large degree of diversity among the
distribution trees of different chunks. As a result, good
throughput performance is achieved by LU/PP-c.
The slight increase of the mean delay that can be observed
under the LU/RP and RP/LU policies for large values of the
heterogeneity coefficient is due to the following phenomen-
on. When h is large, the network contains many low-
bandwidth peers and only a few large-bandwidth peers. The
RP policy suffers a higher probability of selecting a low-
bandwidth peer, that, once selected, introduces large
transmission delays that propagate to the receiving peers.
Let us now consider the case of h ¼ 0:4 and   B ¼ 1:4. Fig. 5
showsthedistributionofthe99thdelaypercentile.Asbefore,
the policies are “ordered” according to the importance they
give to bandwidth in the peer selection mechanism. Fig. 5
makes clear that all the peers, even those belonging to the
third class, significantly benefit from the adoption of
bandwidth aware policies.
The visible steps in the distributions of the LU/PP-nc,
LU/PP-c, and LU/WPlin policies are due to the fact that
peers with high upload bandwidth are favored in the
selection mechanism and, thus perceive smaller delay than
the other peers.
Summarizing, the following lessons can be learned from
the presented results:
. By favoring peers that contribute the most to the
chunk distribution process, bandwidth aware
schemes improve delay performance; improvements
increase with the degree of bandwidth heterogeneity.
. Under critical load conditions, the deterministic peer
selection leads to throughput degradation (losses),
due to a nonefficient use of spatial diversity. To
avoid these effects, in LU/PP strategies, a suffi-
ciently large degree of randomness must be guaran-
teed, for example, by assigning the same weight to
peers with similar bandwidth (remember that ties
are randomly broken).
. Delay-throughput trade-offs may arise incritical load
conditions only; when conditions are not critical,
performanceisdeterminedbydelayand,byreducing
delays, bandwidth aware schemes are preferable.
Given the above considerations, in all subsequent use of the
LU/PP policy, we consider only the case in which peers are
partitioned in classes and the same weight is assigned to
peers in the same class.
5U NDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF HETEROGENEITY
To get some insights on previous results, in this section, we
investigate the chunk diffusion process. The objective is to
answer a few fundamental questions: 1) we previously
observed that bandwidth aware schemes achieve significant
performance gain; is this gain preserved when the system
becomes big or huge? 2) in which way is bandwidth
heterogeneity helping the chunk diffusion process? and
finally, 3) can we generalize our observations and state that,
in the presence of heterogeneity, an optimal scheduling
algorithm must be bandwidth aware? We organize the
discussion in three sections, each one devoted to one of the
above questions. In this section, for ease of tractability, we
consider a full-mesh overlay topology.
5.1 Analysis for Large Networks
To investigate the performance of the scheduling policies in
large systems, we use a set of differential equations. In the
equations, the variables that represent number of peers are
continuous. Due to the large size of these systems, this
relaxation does not introduce significant inaccuracy. The
most difficult step in building a general representation of
the chunks diffusion process is to account for possible
bandwidth contention among different chunks. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to incorporate
such contention effect in an equation-based model with the
exception of the recursive equation derived in [8] for the
latest blind chunk random peer. We emphasize, however,
that the independent assumption made in [8] strongly relies
on both the assumption that peers are indistinguishable
(homogeneity) and the fact that peers are randomly selected
by the scheduling policy; thus, that model cannot be used in
our context.
In our model, peers are partitioned in I classes according
to their upload bandwidth. Peers belonging to class i have
the same upload bandwidth Bi. Without loss of generality,
we assume Bi >B iþ1. Let Ni be the number of class i peers,
and let N denote the total number of peers: N ¼
P
i Ni.W e
focus on a chunk c that becomes available at the source at
time t ¼ 0. For any t 2 IR þ, we represent with niðtÞ2IR þ
the number of class i peers that have received the chunk by
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Fig. 5. Heterogeneous scenario. Distribution of the 99th delay percentile,
with heterogeneity coefficient h ¼ 0:4 and   B ¼ 1:4.time t, and with nðtÞ¼
P
i niðtÞ. Let N iðtÞ be the set of class
i peers that received chunk c by time t and   NiðtÞ the set of
class i peers that have not yet received chunk c. Lastly, let
NðtÞ¼[ iN iðtÞ and   NðtÞ¼[ i   NiðtÞ.
According to a latest useful chunk strategy, peers pre-
ferentially offer to neighbors the latest chunk they hold;
other chunks are offered only when it is not possible to find
neighbors that are still waiting for the latest chunk. The
probability that a node offers any chunk but the latest one is
negligible (oð1=nÞ). Thus, we neglect in the model this
possibility. As a consequence, at time t, only the peers in
N iðtÞ that have not yet received any chunk fresher than c
are offering c to other peers. Let us denote by FiðtÞ this set
of peers.
Assuming that the system is stable, the average time
between the reception of two consecutive chunks by the
same peer mustbe equal to the intergeneration time between
chunks, T. Therefore, niðtÞ niðt   TÞ can be regarded as a
first-order estimate of the cardinality of FiðtÞ,i . e . ,a n
estimate of the number of nodes that at time t are offering
c to other peers. Depending on the specific scheduling
strategy, peers in FiðtÞ offer c to peers in class j, namely,
peers in   NjðtÞ, with probability pijðtÞ. Thus, the total number
of potential chunk transfers issued by nodes in FiðtÞ toward
peers in   NjðtÞ is given by pijðtÞ½niðtÞ niðt   TÞ . These
chunk transfers can be fully granted only when there is a
sufficiently large number of nodes in   NjðtÞ that can receive
the chunk. The fraction of chunk offers directed to class j
peers that can be granted is
rjðtÞ¼min 1;
Nj   njðtÞ
P
i pijðtÞ niðtÞ niðt   TÞ ½ 
  
: ð1Þ
The number njðtÞ of nodes which possess chunk c
evolves with time according to the following differential
equation:
dnjðtÞ
dt
¼ lnð2Þ
1
L
X
i
BirjðtÞpijðtÞ niðtÞ niðt   TÞ ½  ; ð2Þ
where L is the chunk size and lnð2Þ is a correcting factor
necessary to compensate the artificial speedup in the
distribution process introduced by the fluidification of
epidemic dynamics (note, indeed, that the model represents
discrete quantities, the number of copies of a chunk fully
available in the network, with continuous variables).
Probability pijðtÞ of offering a chunk to peers in class j
depends on the adopted peer selection strategy. For the
random selection strategy,
pijðtÞ¼
Nj   njðtÞ
N   nðtÞ
:
When strict priority is given to higher bandwidth peers
with respect to lower bandwidth peers:
pijðtÞ¼
1; for j ¼ 1;
pi;j 1ðtÞð1   rj 1ðtÞÞ; for j>1:
 
In case a weighted priority wi is given to peers based on
bandwidth peers:
pijðtÞ¼
wj
Nj njðtÞ
N nðtÞ
wj
Nj njðtÞ
N nðtÞ þ
P
k6¼j wk
Nk nkðtÞ
N nðtÞ rkðtÞ
:
Note that by construction
P
i pijðtÞ¼1 when riðtÞ¼1
(for every i since all the transfer offers are granted); on the
contrary,
P
i pijðtÞ 1 when some riðtÞ becomes less than 1,
because peers whose transfer offer was not granted redirect
the request to peers of other classes.
This system of differential equations is numerically
solved using the standard Runge-Kutta method [16]. By
normalizing niðtÞ over Ni,w eo b t a i nt h ec u m u l a t i v e
distribution function of the chunk delay for class i peers.
From this, we can obtain the mean delay for class i peers as
well as the overall mean delay.
Fig. 6 shows the ratio of the mean delay achieved with
the bandwidth aware policies over the delay of the LU/RP
policy for increasing values of the number of peers. The plot
confirms that the advantages of using bandwidth aware
policies are significant and it also indicates that improve-
ments increase with the size of the network. For large
systems, the LU/WPsr achieves half the mean delay of the
LU/RP policy; the LU/PP is one order of magnitude better.
The plot also reports for N ¼ 10;000 the results obtained
with the simulator (clearly, the other cases, with larger
values of N, cannot be simulated). The model slightly
overestimates the gains achieved with bandwidth aware
policies. However, note that the errors are in all cases within
20 percent. A more direct comparison between model and
simulation, reported in Fig. 7, shows the evolution of the
number of class i peers that received a specific chunk for the
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Fig. 6. Ratio of the mean delay in the LU/WP and LU/PP policies over
the mean delay of the LU/RP policy versus the number of peers.
Fig. 7. Evolution of the number of class i peers holding a chunk for
LU/PP policy, heterogeneous scenario with   B ¼ 1:4 and h ¼ 0:4.LU/PP policy. The model is accurate in describing the
evolution of the number of class 1 and class 2 peers holding
the chunk; some error is introduced in the chunk distribu-
tion final phase for class 3 peers. The model is slightly
pessimistic; however, it can be effectively used to provide
any estimate of the number of peers holding the chunk.
5.2 Initial Phase Speedup
We now use the model to investigate the phenomena that
make bandwidth aware policies so effective. In particular,
we focus on the initial phase of the chunk diffusion process.
Indeed, due to its epidemic nature, the chunk diffusion
process can be divided into two parts: 1) an initial (slow)
phase during which the chunk is distributed exploiting a
limited number of peers, and 2) an explosive (fast) phase
during which the number of peers holding the chunk is so
large that the chunk distribution is completed in a very short
time. The two phases are clearly visible in Fig. 8 that reports
the evolution of the number of peers holding the chunk for
the various policies for N ¼ 106. Since the first phase is the
slowest one, it dominates the delay performance.
In case of an LU/PP scheme, under the initial assumption
nð0Þ¼n1ð0Þ¼1, and defining with t 
i ¼ inff  : rið Þ < 1g,
we obtain that by construction t 
i <t  
iþ1 and niðtÞ¼0 for
i>1 and t<t  
i 1.
From the above considerations, the dynamics of n1ðtÞ in
(2) are given by
dnjðtÞ
dt
¼ lnð2Þ
1
L
B1 n1ðtÞ n1ðt   TÞ ½  for t<t  
1: ð3Þ
This equation can be solved iteratively by standard
techniques. We start during the first interval of length T
with the term n1ðt   TÞ¼0 and the initial value n1ð0Þ¼1.
In the interval t 2½ T;2T , the right hand side of the
equation contains the forcing term n1ðt   TÞ that is derived
from the solution of the equation in the previous interval.
At the kth iteration step, the solution of (3) is in the form:
nðtÞ¼n1ðtÞ¼
X k
m¼0
 k
mtm2
B1
L t kT   t<ðk þ 1ÞT; ð4Þ
where coefficients  k
m are derived by forcing (4) to satisfy (3)
at every interval t 2½ kT;ðk þ 1ÞTÞ as well as to be
continuous at points kT. After some standard mathematical
passages, it can be shown that the coefficients obey the
following recursion equations:
 k
mþ1 ¼ 
B1
L
2 
B1
L
X k 1
h¼m
h
m
  
 k 1
h ð5Þ
and
X k 1
m¼0
 k 1
m km ¼
X k
m¼0
 k
mkm;
under the starting condition  0
0 ¼ 1.
In the case of the LU/RP scheme, it can be easily shown
that in the initial phase (i.e., when all riðtÞ¼1), by
construction
niðtÞ
njðtÞ
 
niðtÞ nið0Þ
njðtÞ njð0Þ
¼
Ni
Nj
; ð6Þ
and thus for any i and j, t 
i ¼ t 
j. As a consequence, it turns
out that
nðtÞ¼
X
i
niðtÞ 
X k
m¼0
 k
mtm2
  B
Lt kT   t<ðk þ 1ÞT ð7Þ
with   B ¼
P
i Bi
Ni
N , and the coefficients  k
m are related by the
same recursion as (5), replacing B1 with   B.
At last, for the LU/WP scheme, assuming wi   wiþ1,i t
turns out that for sufficiently small t:
niðtÞ
njðtÞ
 
niðtÞ nið0Þ
njðtÞ njð0Þ
¼
Niwi
Njwj
:
More generally, in the initial phase (i.e., when all riðtÞ¼1),
by construction
Ni
Niþ1
 
niðtÞ nið0Þ
niþ1ðtÞ niþ1ð0Þ
¼
Niwi
Niþ1wiþ1
;
thus, t 
i   t 
iþ1. As a consequence
nðtÞ¼
X
i
niðtÞ 
X k
m¼0
 k
mtm2
Bw
L t
for kT   t<ðk þ 1ÞT
ð8Þ
with
Bw ¼ Bi
Niwi P
j wjNj
and the coefficients  k
m are related by the same recursion as
(5) replacing B1 with Bw. The above bound is tight for t   t0.
Note that according to (4), (7), and (8), the initial
evolution of nðtÞ is driven by different time constants:
B1=L for LU/PP, Bw=L for LU/WP, and   B=L for LU/RP.
This shows the advantage in terms of delay of schemes that
favor higher bandwidth peers. Fig. 9 reports the initial
evolution of nðtÞ for the different policies for previously
described heterogeneous scenario with   B ¼ 1:4 and h ¼ 0:4
(notice the logarithmic scale of the y-axis). These results
show that the initial phase of the chunk distribution is much
faster in the bandwidth aware schemes: the slopes of the
curves are remarkably different.
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the peers holding a chunk, heterogeneous scenario
with   B ¼ 1:4 and h ¼ 0:4.5.3 The Optimal Scheduling
Further hints to the delay optimality of the policy that
assigns priority to higher bandwidth peers can be gathered
focusing on the inherent distribution average delay (i.e., the
minimum average delay) encountered by a tagged chunk c
while being distributed along a spanning tree embedded in
the overlay topology. Our analysis aims at identifying
structural properties of the distribution tree that minimize
the chunk distribution delay. To capture the effect of
competition for peer upload bandwidth, we constrain the
structure of the distribution trees imposing a maximum out-
degree constraint at every peer.
Peer degree constraints, indeed, express in graph
theoretical terms the fact that the maximum amount of
time that each peer can devote to the transmission of a
given chunk c is on average bounded by T since all chunks
emitted by the source are sharing peer bandwidth. In the
case of the latest chunk policy, for example, the time T is
given by the chunk intergeneration time 1= . This results in
a constraint on the average number of other peers to which
peer p can deliver chunks. This constraint depends on T
and the peer upload bandwidth Bp, so that typically it can
be assumed to be equal to Bp
T
L. In general, the higher the
bandwidth is, the higher the number of neighbors the
chunk is sent to.
Our main finding is stated in the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Among all the possible distribution trees X
satisfying the following degree constraint:
NCXðpÞ b gðBpÞc ð9Þ
being NCXðpÞ the number of children of peer p in tree X and
gðÞ an arbitrary nondecreasing function of the bandwidth, a
distribution tree O minimizing the mean inherent delay can be
found in which chunk reception times of peers are in reverse
order of their upload bandwidth.
Proof. The proof is provided in the Appendix. t u
In [10], [11], the authors have proved simpler versions of
this result, assuming that there is no constraint on the
number of children a peer can have in the distribution tree.
In our formulation, the constraint of (9) comes from the fact
that peers adopt the latest chunk first policy.
6O VERLAY TOPOLOGIES WITH LIMITED DEGREE
Theorem 1 states that chunks should be distributed to large
upload bandwidth peers first so that in the resulting
optimal chunk distribution tree, the distance of a peer from
the source depends on the peer upload bandwidth: the
larger the bandwidth is, the closer the peer is to the source.
In a full-mesh topology overlay, scheduling policies that
take into account peer bandwidth tend to actually imple-
ment distribution trees according to this rule. However,
when the degree of the overlay is small, a random selection
of the neighbors may lead to overlays in which a significant
number of high-bandwidth peers are placed far away from
the source. In these situations, the effectiveness of the
scheduling algorithm reduces.
Fig. 10 shows the mean delay versus the mean degree for
theconsideredschedulingpoliciesinthesimulationscenario
ofSection4.2where   B ¼ 1:4andh ¼ 0:4.Basically,forvalues
ofthemeandegreelargerthan80,themeandelayisconstant,
suggestingthat80neighbors,onaverage,arealreadyenough
to fully exploit the bandwidth of high-bandwidth peers at
the beginning of the chunk diffusion process. For values of
the mean degree smaller than 80, some high-bandwidth
peers might receive the chunk and start contributing to its
diffusion with some additional delay.
For the LU/PP case, Fig. 11 shows the distribution of the
99th delay percentile for several randomly generated
overlay topologies with different average degree. The
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Fig. 9. Evolution of the number of peers holding a chunk during the initial
phase of the chunk distribution process for N ¼ 106.
Fig. 10. Heterogeneous scenario. Mean delay versus mean degree, with
heterogeneity coefficient h ¼ 0:4 and   B ¼ 1:4.
Fig. 11. Distribution of the 99th delay percentile for the LU/PP policy,
with random overlay topology and different values of the average peer
degree.performance degradation for small values of   d is even more
visible focusing on the 99th delay percentile. However,
while improving performance, maintaining large values of
  d may have significant costs in terms of algorithm complex-
ity and signaling overhead since neighbor status (such as
the collection of chunks held by a neighbor q, CðqÞ) must be
periodically exchanged among peers.
The performance degradation can be explained by means
of the equations in Section 5. The limited degree affects the
evolution of the number of peers that possess the chunk that
is expressed by (2) in two ways. First, the number of peers
that can contribute to the chunk diffusion process is not
anymore given by ½niðtÞ niðt   TÞ , but it reduces as the
degree decreases. Indeed, the chance that a peer is connected
to neighbors that still need the chunk decreases with the
degree. Second, the reduction of the degree reduces also the
effectiveness of the scheduling policies. A contributing peer
can choose which peer to serve within the set of its neighbors
only,sothatasmallerdegreetranslatesintoamorerestricted
choice. The number of all class j potential receivers of a
chunk, which in (1) is given by the numerator, Nj   njðtÞ,
reduces to the number of class j peers that have a
contributing neighbor. As a consequence, the fraction of
chunk offers that can be granted, rjðtÞ, becomes smaller than
1 sooner and sooner as the degree decreases. This implies
that the policies that favor high-bandwidth peers are less
effective, due to the topological constraints. As an extreme
example,considerthecaseinwhichnohigh-bandwidthpeer
has a neighbor which is distributing the chunk. In this case,
regardless the scheduling policy, no high-bandwidth peer
can receive the chunk.
To avoid performance degradation, the neighborhood
selection mechanism should take into account peer upload
bandwidth, making high-bandwidth peers highly con-
nected with each other so that the topological constraints
have limited effect on r1ðtÞ. For example, to show how
clusterization can have positive impact, let us consider the
following scheme. High-bandwidth peers choose other
high-bandwidth peers as out-neighbors with probability
 , named clusterization index, and with probability 1    
they randomly select a peer. The other peers randomly
choose out-neighbors. Notice that when   ¼ 0, all out-
neighbors are randomly chosen. Figs. 12 and 13 report the
average delay as a function of the clusterization index in the
heterogeneous scenario with h ¼ 0:4 and out-degree
do ¼ 20;   B ¼ 1:0 in Fig. 12 and   B ¼ 1:4 in Fig. 13. The
number of observed losses is negligible in the case   B ¼ 1:0
(it is about one percent for clustering index equal to 0, and
even smaller in the other cases) and no losses at all were
observed when   B ¼ 1:4. Figs. 14 and 15, instead, report the
99th percentile of the delay for clusterization index equal to
0 and 80 percent, respectively;   B ¼ 1:4.
The results show that all policies benefit from the
clusterization, the larger benefits are observed when
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Fig. 12. Mean delay versus the clusterization index, defined as the
percentage of high-bandwidth peers contacted by an high-bandwidth
peer; number of contacted peer, do ¼ 20, heterogeneous scenario with
h ¼ 0:4 and   B ¼ 1:0.
Fig. 13. Mean delay versus the clusterization index, defined as the
percentage of high-bandwidth peers contacted by an high-bandwidth
peer; number of contacted peer, do ¼ 20, heterogeneous scenario with
h ¼ 0:4 and   B ¼ 1:4.
Fig. 14. Distribution of the 99th delay percentile with random topology
construction (clusterization index 0), number of contacted peer, do ¼ 20.
Fig. 15. Distribution of the 99th delay percentile with random topology
construction (clusterization index 80 percent), number of contacted
peer, do ¼ 20.LU/RP and RP/LU policies are used. Note that the gap
among the performance of different policies decreases
when the clusterization parameter increases. This phe-
nomenon is due to the bias that the clusterization
induces in the peer selection performed by the random
choice. As the fraction of high-bandwidth peers in the
neighborhood of peer p increases, the probability for p
of selecting a high bandwidth increases as well. Thus,
LU/RP and RP/LU over a highly clustered topology
tend to indirectly favor high-bandwidth peers, behaving
more similarly to bandwidth aware policies.
As a final remark, we emphasize that our investigation is
just devoted to showing the potential advantages of
considering the peer attributes such as upload bandwidth
while building an overlay topology; however, in this paper,
we have not tackled the delicate issue of how to achieve
clusterization through simple distributed schemes.
7C ONCLUSIONS
In scenarios where peer upload bandwidths exhibit a
significant degree of heterogeneity, the resources of large-
bandwidth peers are very precious and can be exploited to
speed up the chunk spreading process at an early stage of
the chunk epidemic distribution process. Our results show
both chunk scheduling policies and overlay topology
design mechanisms aimed at favoring an early distribution
of chunks among high-bandwidth peers are very effective
in reducing the chunk distribution delay.
In particular, those schemes according to which the
chunk reception times of peers are sorted in reverse order of
their upload bandwidth can be proved to minimize the
average inherent distribution delay. Unfortunately, the
deterministic peer selection may lead to some undesired
throughput degradation due to a nonefficient use of the
spatial diversity provided by the mesh approach. These
undesired effects can be easily avoided by introducing
some degree of randomness in the order in which chunks
are distributed among peers.
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1. Let X be a given distribution tree.
Under distribution tree X, we define the following
notation:
. DX
p : peer p delay in receiving the chunk.
. lXðpÞ: peer p level along the tree; i.e., the number
of peers along path connecting p to the root.
. fXðpÞ: peer p father.
. fX
i ðpÞ: ith level ancestor of p;n o t et h a tb y
construction fX
i 1ðpÞ¼fXðfX
i ðpÞÞ and fX
lXðpÞ 1ðpÞ¼
fXðpÞ and
fX
lXðpÞðpÞ¼p.
. iXðpÞ: chunk reception ordering within the set
of brothers; i.e., iXðpÞ¼k means that p is the
kth child of fXðpÞ receiving the chunk.
. CXðp;iÞ: child of p that is served as the ith one.
. NCXðpÞ: number of peer p children.
. NDXðpÞ: number of peer p descendants compris-
ing p itself.
. hðBÞ is a chunk transmission time for a peer with
upload bandwidth B. Function hðÞ is assumed
decreasing with respect to its argument.
t u
Theorem. Among all the possible distribution trees X satisfying
the following degree constraint:
NCXðpÞ b gðBpÞc ð10Þ
being NCXðpÞ, the number of children of peer p in tree X and
gðÞ an arbitrary nondecreasing function of the bandwidth, a
distribution tree O minimizing the mean inherent delay can be
found in which chunk reception times of peers are in reverse
order of their upload bandwidth.
Proof. The proof is articulated in two steps.
As first step, we consider a distribution tree X and we
show that if there are two peers p and q such that DX
p <
DX
q and Bp <B q; i.e., peer p, whose bandwidth is smaller
than q’s one, receives the chunk before q, then it is
possible to build a distribution tree Y such that E½DY  
E½DX  in which the order in which p and q receive the
chunk is reversed, i.e., DY
q ¼ DX
p and DY
q ¼ DX
p .
As second step, iterating the previous argument we
show that it is always possible to find a delay optimal
distribution tree O in which peer reception time DO
p is in
reverse order of peer upload bandwidth Bp, that is,
E½DO  E½DX  for any possible distribution tree X.
We start by proving the first step.
Consider a chunk c which is distributed over the
distribution tree X. The mean delay in receiving c can be
expressed as
E½DX ¼
1
N
X
p2P
DX
p ; ð11Þ
where DX
p is
DX
p ¼ DX
fðpÞ þ iXðpÞhðBfXðpÞÞ
¼ DX
fmðpÞ þ
X lXðpÞ
l¼mþ1
iXðfX
l ðpÞÞhðBfX
l 1ðpÞÞ
8m<l XðpÞ:
ð12Þ
When, as assumed in the rest of this paper, latencies and
signaling overhead are negligible, it results hðBÞ¼L=B
and gðBÞ¼BT=L (with T the average chunk interchunk
generation time). Observe that DX
p depends on the
bandwidth of all the ancestors of p while it is
independent on Bp.
Now, given the distribution tree X in which a pair of
peers p and q can be found with DX
p <D X
q and Bp <B q,
it is possible to build a new tree Y with DY
q <D Y
p such
that E½DY  E½DX . Tree Y can be obtained from X
according to the following procedure.
Let us start by considering the case in which p and q
are not descendant of each other.
The children of q are scanned sequentially. Consider
the ith child of q, namely, CXðq;iÞ. The number of
descendants of CXðq;iÞ is compared with the number of
descendants of CXðp;iÞ.W h e n e v e rNDXðCXðq;iÞÞ  
NDXðCXðp;iÞÞ, the subtree composed of CXðq;iÞ with
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composed of CXðp;iÞ with all its descendants; we say
that the two subtrees are swapped, and call unswapped the
subtrees that do not undergo this swapping. This case is
made on left part of Fig. 16 that graphically represents
the transformation operated on tree X.
If the number of children of p is smaller than those of
q, not all the comparisons are possible. In particular, for
all the ith children of q, with i>NC XðpÞ, the comparison
between NDXðCXðq;iÞÞ and NDXðCXðp;iÞÞ is not possi-
ble. In these cases, we swap the subtree formed by
CXðq;iÞ with all its descendants with the null subtree
that conventionally occupies the position of the ith child
of p (child that actually does not exist); or, equivalently, it
is conventionally assumed that NDXðCXðp;iÞÞ ¼ 0 (see
right part of Fig. 16).
Finally, swap p and q.
Notice that, at the end of the procedure, the peer that
is the root of a swapped subtree conserves its father and
its ordering; if it is the ith child of p in X, it is also the
ith child of p in Y. On the contrary, the root of an
unswapped subtree changes its father but not its
ordering as a child, e.g., if it is the ith child of p in X,
it becomes the ith child of q in Y.
Observe that, by construction, in tree Y , the number of
children of q is equal to the maximum between the
number of children of p and q in X: NCYðqÞ¼
maxðNCXðpÞ;NCXðqÞÞ. In addition, the number of
children of any other peer is unchanged. Since by
assumption Bq >B p (the degree constraint of p is stricter
than the one of q), Y always satisfies the degree
constraints (10) whenever X satisfies them.
Now, in order to verify that E½DY  <E ½DY , notice
that E½DY  can be related to E½DX  by summing up any
delay variation experienced by any peer. The only peers
in P with delay variations are: p, q, or their descendants.
For each peer in a swapped subtree with father p, the
delay variation is equal to
 Ds ¼
 
DY
p   DX
p
 
; ð13Þ
since the subtree is served by p in the same order as
before, with the same bandwidth, but p itself was
swapped with q;t h a ti s ,p receives in distribution
tree Y the chunk with the same delay with which q
used to receive the chunk in tree X:
DX
p ¼ DY
q and DX
q ¼ DY
p : ð14Þ
For each peer in a swapped subtree with father q, the
delay variation is equal to   Ds
 D 
s ¼
 
DY
q   DX
q
 
¼   Ds: ð15Þ
Each peer in an unswapped subtree of order i with
ancestor p (the ancestor changed from q to p, the serving
ordering i is unchanged), the delay variation is
 DuðiÞ¼ih ðBpÞ hðBqÞ
  
; ð16Þ
where hðBpÞ is a nonincreasing function of the band-
width that represents the time needed to deliver the
chunk to the neighbor. Similarly, peers in an unswapped
subtree of order i with ancestor q perceive delay
variation
 D 
uðiÞ¼ih ðBqÞ hðBpÞ
  
¼   DuðiÞ: ð17Þ
Bysummingupallthedelayvariations, i.e.,taking into
accountthateachpeerinasubtreecontributestothedelay
variation according to the expressions above, we get
E½DX  E½DY ¼
1
N
 
 
X NCXðpÞ
i¼1
 DuðiÞ 
NDXðCXðp;iÞÞ   NDXðCXðq;iÞÞ
   þ
þ
þ
X NCXðqÞ
i¼1
 Ds 
NDXðCXðq;iÞÞ   NDXðCXðp;iÞÞ
   þ
!
;
ð18Þ
where ½x 
þ ¼ maxð0;xÞ. Thus, E½DY  E½DX .
The case in which p and q are descendant of each other
corresponds to p being an ancestor of q since DX
p <D X
q .
We proceed to the construction of B in a similar way as
before. If NCXðpÞ NCXðqÞ, we just exchange p and q.I t
results that q is ancestor of p, all subtrees of q in X
become subtrees of p in Y, and vice versa. If, on the
contrary, NCXðpÞ <NC XðqÞ, we swap p and q together
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Fig. 16. Sketch of the proof. On the left, subtrees in position i are swapped; subtrees in positions j and k are unswapped. On the right, the case of a
number of children of p smaller than that of q swaps with a null subtree.with some subtrees of q. In particular, we also move
NCXðqÞ NCXðpÞ children of q together with their
subtrees; these children of q in X remain children of q
in Y. The reduction of average delay can be computed
similarly to (18).
Summarizing, the advantage of Y over X in terms of
average delay comes from the combination of the
following aspects: First, the ith child of q is favored over
the ith child of p because q is served first and q has larger
bandwidth. Then, since this advantage propagates to all
the descendants, we force the subtree below the ith child
of q to be larger than the one below the ith child of p.
Proof of the second step.
Starting from a general distribution tree X,w e
implement the following algorithm:
STEP 0. Set i ¼ 0, Xi ¼ X, C0 ¼1 .
STEP 1. Scan all the peers in Xi and select, if any, the
pair of peers p and q that maximizes the sum
Ci ¼ Bp þ Bq, under the constraint that
DX
p <D X
q and Bp <B q.
STEP 2. If no such pair of peers is found, then exit.
Otherwise, if a pair of peers ðp;qÞ is found,
then build a new tree Y in which p and q are
exchanged according to the procedure
defined above.
STEP 3. Increase i ! i þ 1, set Xi ¼ Y, set
Ci ¼ Bp þ Bq.
STEP 4. Go back to STEP 1.
Note that by construction:
1. E½DXiþ1  E½DXi ;
2. necessarily, the algorithm terminates only when
peers receive the chunk in reverse order of their
upload bandwidth, i.e., X is the optimal distribu-
tion tree, X ¼ O;
3. costs Ci are monotonic, Ci   Ciþ1; and
4. monotonicity of costs Ci implies that algorithm
will necessarily terminate after at most NðN   1Þ
iterations.
As a result, the average delay E½DO  E½DX  for any
possible distribution tree X. t u
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